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Determining Factors

Policy Framework

Vulnerability

National Bills

Current State
SLU NDC Focus

- EE Buildings
- EE Appliances
- Water & Network Efficiency

35% RE: 2025
50% RE: 2030
Grid improvements

- E/F Efficient Vehicles
- Improved Public Transport

![Graph showing emissions trends and targets.](image-url)
Potential Enhancement of SLU NDC

- Renewable energy
- Enhancing energy efficiency, mainly in the building sector
- Sustainable transport solutions
- Sustainable water management
- Agriculture and forestry
- Building resilience and adaptation
Efforts to Achieve Stakeholder Engagement

- Identify – gaps, challenges and resources required: RSA

- Partnerships – build on/create
  - Private Sector
  - Effective Donor coordination – NDC Partnership Plan

- Build on/Develop - initiatives

- Identify sources
Critical Factors

**GOVERNANCE**
- POLITICAL SUPPORT
  - Enabling Environment

**FINANCE**
- National Budget
- External Support

**MRV**
- Data availability
- Sound mechanism
Thank You!

http://www.climatechange.govt.lc
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